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Fundamental aspects for conductor arrangements with high
and very small inductances and a technical realization.
A b s t r a c t:
Some fundamental aspects for conductor arrangements with high
and very small inductances are considered. Based on the formu-
las for the magnetic energy restrictions for the performance
of such arrangements are discussed. A complete unit for storing
magnetic energy has been constructed according to the mentioned
restrictions. This device is described in detail.
Grundlegende Aspekte von Leiteranordnungen mit hohen und sehr
kleinen Induktivitäten und eine technische Realisierung.
z usa m m e n f ass u n g:
Einige grundlegende Aspekte von Leiteranordnungen mit hohen
und sehr kleinen Induktivitäten werden erörtert. Anhand der
Formeln für die magnetische Energie werden Einschränkungen
der Leistungsfähigkeit solcher Anordnungen diskutiert. Ein
magnetischer Energiespeicher wurde unter Berücksichtigung der




The practical application of energy storage by means of magne-
tic fields became importance in magnet technology with the in-
troduction of superconductivity. A complete unit for storing
magnetic energy consists of a storage inductor which is super-
conductively shortened. For the energy extraction the short
circuit must be opened at a certain time. The opening device is
called a su~erconductive switch. The storage inductor must have
a large inductance for storing energy as much as possible while'
the switch must have an inductance as small as possible for fast
response of the switch and fast extraction of the energy.
In this report, some fundamental aspects for conductor arrange-
ments with high and very small inductances are considered. Based
on the formulas for the magnetic energy some restrictions for
the performance of such arrangements are discussed. A complete
unit for storing magnetic energy has been constructed according




For a given conductor volume the Brooks-coil has the minimum
inductance and therefore the maximum stored energy. All other
solenoid configurations have at the same conductor volume and
the same total current density a reduced stored energy against
Brooks-coils. To store a fixed energy the Brooks-coil has
minimum weight. [1J These considerations take o~ly into
account the conductor volume used and not the space, where the
magnetic field exists.In principle, the field is spread out
over the whole space. Storing magnetic energy means high abso-
lute values of magnetic induction. These high values of the
field must be confined to a certain volume, to avoid magnetic
pollution of the surroundings. This implies the necessity of
field screening.
The confinement to a certain volume can be made in practice e-
lectrically or by ferromagnetic materials. Electric screening
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means the generation of a field not usable for energy storage.
Therefore, such screened configurations have a reduced overall
volume energy density against unscreened arrangements. Scree-
ning by ferromagnetic materials means guiding the magnetic
flux. So, the magnetic field is concentrated to a certain vo-
lume without generation of opposite fields.
With one exception - the toroidal coil - all current distribu-
tions need screening devices. From this point of view, the to-
roid seems to be the best for magnetic energy storage, but to
optimize magnetic energy storage devices, some other quantities
have to be considered, e.g., the total current density, forces,
the maximum magnetic field in the winding, the volume, the ac
losses, the discharge velocity, and last but not least the
costs.
In the following only the stored energy is considered. The ex-
pressions for the energy in terms of field induction Band vo-
lumen V and in terms of current I and inductance L are discus-
sed. Without detailed computation of special geometries the
principle problems occuring are elaborated.
2.2 Magnetic Energy Expressed in Field Quantities






In a volume V under consideration the total stored magnetic







where B =i~1Bi and Bi is the magnetic field generated by the
current I i • By definition the energy E is positive or zero.




Due to Bi' B2 =IB11 elB21cos ~, where ~ is the angle between





is now considered for specific field configurations.
In the case of a field where the angle ~ is independent on
space coordinates, it folIows,
,
2 ecos~ E 12
(6)
,
with the property Ei + E2 ~ 2E 12.
According Eq. (4) we have
or
+ cos~ (8 )
Due to Eq. (7) E/2E12 is ~ 0 for all values of ~ and has a abso-
lute minimum at ~ = TI.Consequently the stored energy is a mini-
mum if the fields Bi and B2 are in opposite direction. Next
consequence, configurations where screening fields opposite to
the field considered occur are no effective means for magnetic
energy storage.
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This statement may be trivial, but it is one of the principal
aspects to point out, because it influences strongly the
possible conductor arrangements for effective magnetic energy
storage. In the simplest case of IB11 = IB2 ' it follows
and
E = 1 + cos ~2E1
In this case the stored energy is zero if ~ = n.
2.3 Magnetic Energy in Integral Parameter~
The field configurations mentioned in the previous section are
built up by electric currents flowing in conductors. These
currents guided in wires can be replaced by ideal line currents,
neglecting the magnetic field inside of the conductor. Descri-
bing the energy of such a system from a technical point of
view one use the integral parameter of the magnetic field and
the currents flowing in the wires. Take in mind that equat~on
(2) is derivated from
E = ~ JA. S · dV
V
with the vector potential A and the current density 3.[2J
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The integral containing the geometrioal and material constants
is the well known inductanoe L favoured for describing oir-
ouits in electrical engineering. Without further explanation
we state that similar expressions for more than one oircuit
are valid [2J.
The expression (11) for the energy of the magnetic field of
two coils corresponding to Eq. (3) then can be written in the
fo110wing form
E = +
with usual meaning for Lik •
(12)
If we imagine a perfeot magnetio ooup1ing of both the ooils
and a current flowing in the seoond ooil in such a direction
that the magnetio field of coi1 2 is counteraoting that of
ooi1 1 then it is evident that we can find a system with no
stored energy. This system we can meet fer a given coil oonfi-
guration by varying the magnitude of the currents or if the
1atter are fixed we oan vary the ooil oonfiguration. This is
equa1 to varying the inductances. Considering this we oan form
an other equation for the stored energy splitting the induc-
tance of a coi1 in 1eakage (Lia ) and main inductance (Lih ).
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With




L22 = L2h + L20 L1h
w1 • L2h= w22
we can write for two circuits
L1hE = -2-
A technical realization of the case of no stored energy is im-
possible. At first, a perfect coupling of circuits cannot be
achieved. In addition, there must be wires connecting the
coils and the coils with their power supply. This peripheral
parts must be accounted when computing the stored energy.
A possible form of taking this energy into account is adding a
2 2term Ladd • (11 + 12) to Eq. (13).
The limits for systems with no and with maximum stored energy
here can be seen very clear. To have minimum stored energy we
must try to achieve stiff coupling of the circuits carrying
thecounteracting currents to get small terms for L10 and L20 '
To attain maximum stored energy an unscreened device would be
the best. If screening is necessary one must try to get very
weak coupling and large terms for L10 and L20 '
The lowest value technically attainable is
at ideal coupling. The maximum energy value will be reached
in the case with no coupling between the coils (this means no
electric screening).
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3. Practical Realization of Inductive Energy Storage
To get some experience in the development and handling of the
fundamental components of inductive storage units two experi-
ments, a 12 kJ and a 100 kJ storage unit were designed and
built. The results of the 12 kJ-storage were presented in
[3,4J. In the following the design parameters of the 100 kJ-
experiment and the properties of the components are presented.
The 100 kJ-Energy Storage Experiment was designed under the
following boundary conditions:
1) The storage coil and the switch should be built with present-
ly commercial available superconductive and structural ma-
terials.
2) Some installed experimental facilities should be used.
3) The system should have some properties which could be impor-
tant for future systems, e.g., the switching time and the
high voltage in cryogenic enviroment.




1000 - 1500 A
dis charge time: some msec




high voltage - high current lead;
were designed referring to these values. A schematic view of the
100 kJ storage inductor and the superconducting switch is shown
in Fig. 1.
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3.1 Storage Coil Design
The storage coil is approximately a Brooks coil. It is wound
from a soldered cable. To reduce the voltage between the
layers the winding was separated in two trapezoidal shaped
coils similar to the windings of high voltage transformers. The
cable has a braided fiberglass insulation. The layers are sepa-
rated by 0.4 mm fiberglass mats. The coil was impregnated with
epoxy resin. The coil is bath cooled. The liquid helium reaches
the inner windings by cooling channels. To reduce the fringing
fields in the cryostat two stepped laminated iron shields are
mounted perpendicular to the coil axis. (cf. Fig. 1).
Assuming that the main part of the stored energy is concentra-
ted in a cylinder limited by the two iron shields an average
magnetic energy density for different cylinder radius were
computed [5J. The result is presented in Fig. 2. Taking into
account the whole coil volume an average energy density of 2.8
J/cm3 is reached at a central field of 4.5 T. This energy den-
sity is about 30% higher than the energy density of capacitors
with the best available dielectric. [6J. All important data
and dimensions of the coil are summarized in Table I.
3.2 Switch Design
The basic idea of the construction of a superconductive switch
is generating a current distribution with counteracting
currents (cf. Fig. 3). This distribution can be realized by
laying conductors along meandering lines or winding bifilar
disk coils (cf. Fig. 4). The disk configuration is choosen
in this experiment. Thisgeometry is applicable for conductors
with circular cross section as weIl as for conductors with
rectangular cross section. Undoubtlessly a higher filling fac-
tor can be yielded with a rectangular conductor cross section.
A high filling factor is wanted to get sufficient high resi-
stance of the switch in the so-called "open state'l.
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During fast extraction of the energy a high voltage for cur-
rent commutation across the switch is required. The length of
one bifilar loop is limited by the breakdown voltage of the
insulation between the two conductors. Another boundary is the
current induced triggering of the switch. To get a full tran-
sition to the normal state within a certain time the surge im-
pedance is not allowed to exceed a certain level.
To meet the requirements of high breakdown voltages and high
resistance for superconducting switches the stacking up cf disk
elements is a useful methode In this manner a switch suited for
the 100 kJ storage experiment was built. (cf. Fig. 5). It con-
sists cf eighty fiberglass reinforced disks. The whole switch
is filled with epoxy resin. A ratio of pure conductor volume to
structure material of about 1:20 was attained. One piece of
cable with a length of 1000 m was manufactured in the switch
described. The design values of the switch are summarized in
Table II.
A thermal switch enables the charging and the emergency dis-
charge process. Therefore one disk is separated from the stack
on the grounded side of the switch and a bifilar heater winding
is mounted in parallel to the superconductor. The disk is co-
vered with a cap which gives heat insulation by gaseous helium
to reduce electrical power demand for heating in the "open
state".
The high voltage requirements have been tested on one dummy disko
After cycling five times in liquid nitrogen an AC breakdown vol-
tage of 30 kV was measured.
3.3 The Trigger Circuit
For a current induced triggering of such large switches the
trigger circuit proposed by Laquer [7J was modified. The cable
length of the switch is splitted up in four trigger circuits.
The number of circuits is limited by technical constraints like
the heat inleak of the leads, residual inductance of the switch,
the required current rise time, the connecting of the pulse
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current feeder to the switch cable and insulation problems.
Balancing these requirements we decide to build four triggering
circuits. A special problem is the design of the leads (pulse
current feeders) from the capacitors and spark gaps to the
switch. In order to attain high breakdown voltages the leads
must have a sufficient insulation distance. On the other hand,
to attain low inductance the leads must be as near as possible.
To cancel partly the influence of the necessary insulation di-
stance on the inductance the leads are bundled in such a manner
that a counteracting current distribution is reached. To facili-
tate the installation of the experiment a plug-in connector
with a high voltage silicon rubber seal for these leads was
developed. After firing of the four spark gaps the whole vol-
tage across the switch lays also on the spark gaps and their
trigger electrodes. High voltage capacitors which have a low
impedance for the dis charge pulse protect the low level trigger
electronic (cf. Fig. 6).
3.4 The High Voltage - High Current Lead
One current lead must be designed for high voltage and high
current. The lead is gas cooled and optimized for 2 kA. The
design value of the maximum voltage is 100 kV. The insulation
body is fiberglass reinforced epoxy manufactured by filament
winding. The crossing angle of the filaments was chosen in such
a way that the linear contraction coefficients of the stainless
steel tube and the insulation body were matched. [8]. Powder
filled epoxy resins for matching the linear contractions coef-
ficients must be rejected, because for this geometry experi-
ments failed due to the decreasing of Young's modulus at Helium
temperature, which generates always cracks [9J.
To get some experimental results for construction the lead the
beginning of the slide dis charge was measured for geometries
similar to that used by the original lead at room temperature
gaseous helium. The results are presented in Fig. 7.
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3.5 The Cryostat
The arrangements of the storage coil and the switch are shown in
Fig. 1 . Both are bath cooled. The cryostat is designed to with-
stand an inner pressure of 5 bar (about 5 kp/cm2). The cryostat
is directly connected with the refrigerator by a cold transfer
line. Details are similar as described in [10J.
3.6 The Experimental Instrumentation
A schematic circuit diagram of the experimental instrumentation
is presented in Fig. 8. There are three different circuits:
- The power circuit for charging and discharging the storage
system.
- The control and safety circuits for triggering the whole
experimental arrangement and protect personal during the
measurements.
- The measuring circuit.
In the power circuit the different loads of the energy storage
can be switched on and off by disconnecting switches.
During discharge the power supply is disconnected from the sto-
rage unit. The charge circuit is designed for long term opera-
tion. During dis charge a spark gap limits the voltage to maxi-
mum 100 kV.
The control circuits allow the handling of the different swit-
ches during charging. The preparing of the trigger arrangement
for the superconducting switch is also controlled by these cir-
cuits. All signals for triggering the scopes and the cameras
during discharge are generated in this unit.
To measure the discharging of the inductive storage unit Rogows-
ky loops for current measurements and voltage dividers for
voltage measurements will be used. To get the power and the
energy on the scope screen immediately electronical mUltiplica-
tors and integrators are provided. Every lead for feeding in
the pulse current in the superconducting switch can be used as
a potential lead for switch diagnostic. All leads have Rogowski
loops for pulse current measurements.
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A field measuring device is provided in the storage inductor
just as a temperature measuring device in the switch. To mea-
sure temperatures at switch parts with high voltage levels an
ungrounded measuring device will be prepared.
3.7 The Protection of the SC-Storage Inductor and the SC-Switch
During charging the conventional methods like inverter mode of
the power supply or dump resistors will be used for energy ex-
tr.action if a quench occurs.
In the storage mode two accidents can occur: the quench of the
storage inductor or the quench of the switch.
The first accident requires an immediate opening of the super-
conducting switch to dump the energy in an external resistor.
Two possibilities will be provided: a pulse heating of the ther-
mal switch or a current induced transition of the whole sc-
switch. Both are triggered by a quench detector.
The second accident, the quench of the SC-switch, requires a
fast natural quench propagation along the switch cable to ex-
tract energy with a good efficiency. If that is impossible which
will be shown by an experiment the thermal switch or the whole
switch must be opened. The resistance of the thermal switch
and the external resistor are dimensioned in such a way that
90% of the stored energy can be extracted [11).
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Tab 1 e I
Supereondueting Storage Coil
MECHANICAL DIMENSIONS:
Diameter of the winding:
Outer diameter of the winding
Length of the two eoils:
Number of windings:










Voltage between two layers:
Eleetrieal field strength between
two layers:


















Supereonducting cable: Construction: 37 strands (30 NbTi. 7 Cu)
cabled and filled with In-Sn solder.
Cross section:
Transposition pitch:
Insulation: 0.5 nun braided
fiberglass insulation
Short sample critical current
at 5 T:
Average eritical current





























Supereondueting eable: Construetion: 5 strands eabled
Length of the switeh eable:







Number of eooling ehannels
in one disk:
Dimensions of eooling ehannels:
Diameter of the switeh:
Height of the switeh:








drop aeroos the switeh:
Average power density in the




























Short sample eritieal eurrent
at 0.8 T
Average eritieal eurrent




























Fig. 1: Schematic view of the 100 kJ storage inductor and







Fig. 2: Average energy density and average energy computed in
cylinders between two iron shields. The energy
density g(r) is normalized to the average energy
density Po in the cylinder with r = 2 cm in the center
of the coil. The energy E(r) i5 normalized to the






Fig. 4: Single switch disk used for the 12 kJ store
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Fig. 7: Breakdown voltage of helium at 2950 K (measured on









Fig. 8: Schematic circuit diagram of the experimental
instrumentation of the 100 kJ store.
The symbols in the power circuit denote
OP - overvoltage protection
S1 - power switch, S2_5-disconnecting switches
VD1_10 - voltage dividers
C1- 3
- piek up coils
LL - inductive load
T1- 15 - Rogowski loops
RL - load resistor
RS - protection resistor
LS - storage load
SW - superconducting switch
H - heater
ROV - overvoltage dump with spark gap
